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ELECTED OF RIGHT FORM YVELINE SIGN A CHARTER WITH GERARD LARCHER
CHAIR OF SENATE
AND VALERIE PECRESSE PDT ILE DE FRANCE

Paris, Washington DC, 13.10.2019, 15:35 Time

USPA NEWS - In preparation for the next municipal elections of March 2020, in France, elected representatives of the French right
get together and sign an alliance by signing a charter "gathering Yvelines". The signatories are Gerard Larcher, current President of
the Senate (Republicans, LR), Valerie Pecresse President of the region Ile de France (Free Movement), Pierre Bedier (President of
Ensemble Pour les Yvelines, EPY), Karl Olive ( Mayor of Poissy) and Pauline Winocour-Lefevre (Co-founders of Field Generations,
Mrs. Anne Cabrit Departmental Secretary of the Republicans 78 (Mayor of Orsonville), Bertrand Cocquard (Vice President of UDI 78),
and Marc Tourelle (Departmental Deputy of UDI 78 ). The signing ceremony of this charter was held on Saturday, October 12, 2019 at
18h to the Mayor of Crespieres, in the presence of the Mayor of Crespieres, Ballarain, and some political guests, as well as the
regional press (Tw8 and France Regions). The village of 1500 inhabitants, Crespieres, was chosen for the signing of this charter
because of its "good management" welcomed by the President of the Senate, said Mayor Adriano Ballarain,

The President of the Senate, Gerard Larcher explained that "We are not in a usual political pattern, but also when I was mayor of
mayors, at the time Michel Rocard wanted to contribute to diversity. We have a desire by this charter to create a brand based on trust
with citizens. I do the same thing with the French and also elsewhere in other departments. He adds, citing La Rochefoucault: "It's not
difficult for a man or woman of spirit to turn a failure into a success. Gerard Larcher President of the Senate, second largest politician,
after the President of the Republic, according to the French constitution (He would take the place of the President of the Republic if the
latter is prevented, resigns, or will die. is the guarantor of the continuity of the Republic, Article16 of the French constitution) in closing
it is not just a symbol but really an installation in time, because the repository we are going to publish goes beyond the parties with a
real approach territories, with great difficulty even if we do not all agree on everything, but this is part of democracy. "Gerard Larcher
explained recalling the foundations of a democracy through debates even opposing
....--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Pierre Bedier, President of EPY, explained that "With Valerie Pecresse and Gerard Larcher, we want to put forward as in other
departments, with a characteristic of Yvelines, and are very attached to our index, and our fellow citizens . "He adds that other future
members may join the movement of this charter:" The mayor of Saint Germain is in discussion it is a little complicated because there
will be topics of disagreements ... As for La Maison Lafitte there will be an investiture LR (The Republicans) for municipal and in fact
there will be half a dozen for a dozen municipalities.-----------------------------------------
Valerie Pecresse, President of the Ile de France Region, explains for her part that she is "attached to Yvelines and" We try to agree
and whatever our political sensitivities so that a maximum of candidates in common, are represented----------------------
She adds by arguing her separation of the party the Republicans and founding her own movement "I created the movement" Free "to
express a modern and open right with values, but not to divide, and whatever the candidate of Yvelines I will support him with Gerard
Larcher. Of course, we may not agree on a candidate in certain cities. With this charter, it is an extremely strong signal, and this
alliance as welded and innovative in a department, which does not exist elsewhere, except perhaps in the Charentes Maritime ....
"---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Bruno Coquard, Vice President of UDI 78, Yvelines, for his part, explains that "At the UDI (Center Right Party) we have centrist
mayors in the Yvelines, in cooperation with the region and concrete things that are carried out because this charter will be based on
expertise and obtain a label. This approach welcomes well elected representatives of Right and Centrists but also they who are
"without labels" (Without party) /. It is important to support them too ... The contribution of this label is very important for our fellow
citizens based on the seven important values ".-----------------------------------------------------------
Marc Tourelle, departmental delegate of UDI 78, Yvelines, acknowledges « We have the firm intention to have candidates engaged on
concrete topics in the majority with a political specificity »------------------------------------------------------------------
Karl Olive,Co founder with Pauline Winocour-Lefevre of Field Generations and Mayor of Poissy : Beyond all the sensibilities given the
sequence of municipal elections, it worked well in 2014 in our communities because elected officials, know the administrators and
know their personalities. That's what happened in the Senate for Mr. Larcher. The party of the majority, LREM comes to us with ideas
to join us with quota ideas that will not pass like this.--------------------------------------
Anne Cabrit, mayor of Orsonville, and departmental secretary of the Republicans 78, Yvelines, explains that: "We share the 7 values
“‹“‹of this charter: 1- Preserve our political specificity of Yvelines", 2- Support the mayors and candidates who undertake to conduct a



responsible management of public finances, 2- support mayors and candidates who commit to ecology, to protect the environment, 4-
support mayors and candidates who will fight against all forms of insecurity, and incivile, 5- support candidates and mayors who will
allow families to find all solutions adapted to their lifestyle and their professional experiences, 6- support mayors and candidates who
will make every effort to ensure economic development and employment, 7- support the mayors and candidates who will maintain the
necessary solidarity effort for the poorest. That is why we have signed this card, open to the parties without parties, but essentially of
Right.------------------------------------------------------------
Adriano Ballarain tells how his commune of Crespiere was chosen for the signature of this unpublished charter, elected officials of the
Right French: "Gerard Larcher and Pierre Bedier have chosen to sign the charter Crespieres, because my management because my
commune is the only in France with 69% of revenue operating investment, with 1500 inhabitants even though I have to drop the mass
pay of 7%. And sui Crespieres has become very attractive because there is a beautiful real estate and a tax rate 46% lower than
quoted.
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